
SCRIPTWRITING / MES 153 Adaptation Exercise

Source: Aesop’s Fables, retold by S. Vernon-Jones (1912)
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Tortoise and the Hare work: 

Core Events: 
Hare believes that he is the fastest animal on earth and won’t shut up about it. 
Tortoise vows to prove Hare wrong 
A race is set 
Tortoise sets out 
Hare naps 
Hare wakes, sees Tortoise not very far, goes to breakfast 
Hare gets sleepy after breakfast, dozes. 
Hare wakes, Tortoise almost to finish, runs to catch up, loses. 
Tortoise gloats over victory. 
  
Tortoise as Protagonist 
Hare believes that he is the fastest animal on earth and won’t shut up about it. Tortoise 
vows to prove Hare wrong 
A race is set 

Tortoise sets out – acts even slower than he really is 
Deer, a friend of Tortoise, says to Hare: Wow, I shouldn’t have bet on my friend 
Tortoise.  I’m going to be out of money. Hare says, you’re right. He’s so slow I’m going 
to take a nap.  I should have set the time later in the day. 

As Hare naps, Porcupine lays out a couple of really attractive cabbages in Hare’s 
eyesight, then fills them with Nyquil.  He give Tortoise a thumbs up, Tortoise winks. 

Hare wakes, sees Tortoise not very far.  Porcupine says, Wow. He’s sooo slow. I’m going 
to get a bite.  Hare sees cabbages and says, Me, too. 

Porcupine shuffles past Tortoise and winks. 
Hare finishes cabbage, starts to get sleepy. A Goose settles down near Hare and 
says.  I’m bushed, care to join me? Hare does.  The two animals nap.  Goose winks at 
Tortoise. 

Hare wakes, Tortoise almost to finish, runs to catch up, loses. 
Tortoise, hoisted on the backs of the Porcupine, Deer and Goose, gloats over victory. 

-------------------- 
HARE as Protagonist 
  
Hare hopes that he is the fastest animal on earth and won’t shut up about how no one can 
beat him. 
  
Tortoise wants to give Hare a reality check and vows to prove Hare wrong 
  
A race is set 
  



Tortoise sets out – and Hare can’t believe that Tortoise is so slow and, because he is tired 
from the night before, takes a nap because he knows he can’t lose. 
  
Hare wakes, sees Tortoise is not very far, and decides to go to breakfast, telling the 
spectators that he can’t lose. 
  
After breakfast, Hare looks and sees that Tortoise is only a third of the way along, gets 
sleepy from his big meal and dozes again. 
  
When Hare wakes after a longer nap, he sees that Tortoise almost to finish.  Hare runs to 
catch up, but can’t and loses. 
  
Tortoise gloats over victory. Hare bows his head in shame and walks away. 
  
 


